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Abstract. A semantic annotation framework has been proposed to tackle the
semantic heterogeneity problem of distributed process models in our earlier work.
The goal annotation as part of the framework is further developed, in which goal
ontology is annotated to process models to indicate the objectives or the capability
of models. In the paper, we introduce a way to represent goal ontology, build
relationships between goals and process models, and develop a goal annotation
approach to process models. As an illustration, a case study is deployed with
the proposed annotation approach. The results of the goal annotation enrich the
semantics of process knowledge from stakeholders perspective in a cooperative
goal-oriented manner. The ontology and the annotation results also facilitate the
ontology-based queries for the semantic discovery and the reuse of heterogenous
process models.

1 Introduction

As process knowledge, the distributed process models should be accessible and reusable
when requesting them for achieving the cooperative business goals. However, those
process models were originally created for achieving enterprises local goals. The lo-
cal goals might be variously presented or even not presented explicitly which causes
semantic heterogeneity problem in the goal representation. We need the consensual
representations to specify the semantics of goals for the distributed process models, and
to enable the machine to interpret and match them to the goal-oriented queries.

The process models involved in this research are the distributed enterprise models
on the conceptual level, in which the semantic heterogeneity problem usually occurs.
An ontology-based semantic annotation framework is developed to manage the seman-
tic heterogeneity of process models in our previous work [1]. We have provided the
approaches and strategies to deal with the semantic heterogeneity of meta-models and
model contents. In this paper, the goal annotation based on goal ontology will be re-
fined to complement the semantic annotation framework for facilitating the semantic
management of process knowledge.

Goal annotation of process models is annotating process models and model frag-
ments with goal ontology to specify the objectives of processes. Goal ontology is a set
of concepts and relationships of semantic definitions about goals. Since the purpose
of using goal ontology is to align the semantic representation of goals in a machine-
understandable way, the goals should be represented formally in the goal ontology.
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Based on our objectives and the investigation of several goal modeling methods ap-
plied in requirements engineering and process modeling, we propose a representation
of goal ontology serving goal-oriented semantic management of process knowledge.
Therefore the principles of designing our goal ontology are i) the goal ontology should
be process-achievable on the conceptual level, i.e. the goal can be targeted through
the process modeling; ii) the corresponding relationships between goal ontology and
process model should be easily built to facilitate the goal annotation; iii) the semantics
of the goal ontology should be understandable and manipulable for both human and
machine.

Goals have been used as an important mechanism for connecting requirements to
design and supporting reuse [2]. Goal-driven search of design components [3] and dis-
covery of services [4] uses such kind of mechanism, in which selecting the components
or services capable of fulfilling the desired goals (requirements). The goal annotation
is a pre-procedure to organize and define the process knowledge with goal ontology,
i.e. building relationships between process models and pre-defined goal concepts. The
definitions of those relationships are major tasks of the goal annotation, which indicate
what relationships are supported in the annotation and how the annotation can be im-
plemented. Consequently, the goal annotated models can be queried for the reuse in a
goal-driven method with the goal ontology. The objective of the semantic annotation
is to facilitate the knowledge management of heterogenous models via the semantic
interoperability.

The goal annotation is accomplished together with other semantic annotations (pro-
file annotation, meta-model annotation and model annotation). Thus, this research work
on goal annotation of process models is presented as follows in this paper: we first
present our semantic annotation framework to provide the research background of this
work; our representation of goal ontology is introduced in section 3; then the corre-
sponding relationships between process models and goal ontology are defined in section
4; the procedure of goal annotation accompanied with meta-model and model annota-
tion is described in section 5; and a case study is deployed to illustrate the procedures
of goal ontology building and the goal annotation; finally, we conclude the paper and
outline the future work.

2 The Semantic Annotation Framework

Four main annotation sets constitute the framework: namely, profile annotation, meta-
model annotation, model annotation and goal annotation. In the profile annotation, a set
of metadata specify the significant characteristics of process models. In the meta-model
annotation and the model annotation, we use ontologies to relate constructs across dif-
ferent modeling languages, as well as to align domain specific terminology used in
models. Furthermore, the goal annotation is to specify the capacities of process models
using a goal ontology. In this way we are able to solve semantic heterogeneity in model
management.

A GPO (General Process Ontology) (see Figure 1) is proposed for annotating the
process modeling languages in the meta model annotation. Applying the GPO in the
meta model annotation, a process model is then described in a PSAM (process semantic
annotation model).
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Fig. 1. The GPO

The model annotation and the goal annotation will be employed on the PSAM. The
domain ontology and the goal ontology for a certain domain is built or selected by do-
main experts for the model annotation and the goal annotation respectively. Therefore,
a PSAM contains concepts of GPO, domain specific ontology and goal ontology and is
defined as follows.

PSAM = (AV, AR, AF, WP, I, O, Θpre, ΘposE, PD, PG)

Where AV is a set of activities composing a process, AR is a set of actor-roles in-
teracting with a process, AF is a set of artifacts participating in a process, WP is a
set of workflow patterns, and each workflow pattern denotes an ordering of activities.
I is a set of input parameters, O is a set of output parameters, Θpre is pre-conditions
when a process starts, Θpos is post-conditions when a process ends, E is a set of pos-
sible exceptions occurring during a process. PD is a subset of domain ontology (D)
concepts, i.e. PD ⊆ D, including static ontology concepts and task ontology concepts.
PG is a subset of goal ontology (G), i.e. PG ⊆ G. Since Activity is the main con-
cern in the goal annotation procedure, we provide the annotated activity structure as
follows.

AVi = (id, model fragment, name, alternative name, has Actor − role,

has Artifact, has Input, has Output, is in WorkflowPattern of,

has Precondition, has Postcondition, has Exception, subActivity of,

same as, different from, kind of, superConcept of, phase of,

compositionConcept of, achieves Goal)

We use id and modelfragment to locate the annotated model and the original
model respectively. The same as, different from, kind of , superConcept of ,
phase of , compositionConcept of are to annotate the activities with domain on-
tology, i.e. using semantic relationships mapping an activity with concepts defined
in domain ontology. As the goal annotation, the goal ontology is referenced through
achieves Goal. More details refer to [1].
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3 Goal Ontology for Semantic Annotation

A process model represents how to do things not why to do things. Although a process
must achieve certain goals, the relationships between goals and processes are not ex-
plicitly represented in many process models. With few process modelling language,
goals can be modelled and linked to elements of process models, e.g. EEML process
and goal models [5]. However, the representations of the goals and the relationships
between goals and processes are variously presented in different models. In this work,
goal ontology is applied to specify the capability of processes in a consensual way. The
focus in this section is modeling goal ontology. We consider three principles to design
goal ontology:

– The goal ontology should be process-achievable on the conceptual level, i.e. the
goal can be targeted through the process modeling. Thus, the research will not in-
clude the goals related to technical factors such as the usage of computing resources
or financial aims like reaching a certain amount of gross profit.

– The corresponding relationships between goal ontology and process model should
be easily built to facilitate the goal annotation. The process modeling language con-
structs (e.g. actor, task, resource, ect.) are found overlapped in most existing goal
modeling languages such as KAOS [6], i* [7], GBRAM [8] and etc. Accordingly,
those goal modeling approaches could be referred to model goal ontology.

– The semantics of the goal ontology should be understandable and manipulable for
both human and machine. We use Semantic Web technology — OWL to represent
goal ontology. When they are well modeled in OWL Classes and OWL Properties,
the model can be interpreted through OWL interpreters.

3.1 Semantic Representations of the Goal Ontology

Following the principles, we make a meta-model of the goal ontology considering the
semantic expressivity of OWL as Figure 2. In this meta-model, goal ontology are de-
fined based on the goal category and the goal target.

In general, goals can be classified into hard goals and soft goals [9]. Hard goals re-
late to functional requirements and they are obviously supported by process. Soft goals
relate to non-functional requirements (colloquially ”-ilities”) which are about global
qualities of a system. Soft goals are satisfied when there is sufficient positive and little
negative evidence for this claim [9]. As the goal category, Hard Goal and Soft Goal are
two upper level classes for the goals in all domains. Since hard goals are functional, for
different domains they are described domain-specifically. Soft goals can be described
generally in a set of ”-ilities” (which are regarded as soft goal category), and then spec-
ified according to domains.

Checking the literatures of goal definitions, a goal is a condition or state of affairs
in the world that stakeholders would like to achieve [10]. Pnina Soffer et al. defines a
goal is a set of stable states in [11]. In [12], state of a thing is described as the vector of
values for all property functions of a thing. In the context of process modeling, states
must be represented as values for the properties of the process and the properties of
the objects involved in the process. That is to say, a goal can be expressed as states of
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Fig. 2. The meta-model of the goal ontology

activities or states of artifacts. The goal target could be Activity or Artifact. Usually the
’accomplished’ is regarded as the goal state of an activity, whilst the state of an artifact
has to be specified for different goals. Goal is an organizational concept and goals are
held by stakeholders. ’Actor’ is defined to represent the goal owner in GRL and ’Agent’
is applied in KAOS when analyzing the potential goal realizer. Actor-role is therefore
the goal target in the goal ontology as well. In KAOS, goals are non-operational ob-
jectives and constraints are operational objectives. Although constraints are not goals,
goals can be operated by constraints [6]. In this sense, Constraint is also the goal target.
The relationships between Goal and those targets are simply defined because the pur-
pose of the goal ontology is not to analyze the goal like those existing goal modeling
methods. The targets show the different perspectives of viewing a goal. These targets
are represented same as the concepts in the PSAM, which disclose the potential links
between goal ontology and process models.

Decomposition relation – an important characteristic found in most goal analysis
should be specified in the goal ontology. However, OWL does not provide any built-
in primitives for part-whole relations (as it does for the subclass relation), but con-
tains sufficient expressive power to capture most, but not all, of the common cases
[13]. We therefore apply the simple part-whole relationship to represent the decom-
position of goal concepts. The ’part’ goals contribute the impacts to the ’whole’ goal.
The logic connections (OR, AND, XOR) between the parts are not considered in the
goal ontology due to two reasons. One is the representation limits of OWL. The other
one is that the concrete goal analysis mechanism is not necessary for a goal ontol-
ogy. The goal ontology should be general to applications and how to decompose a
goal depends on the specific applications. The goal ontology is more like a taxonomy
of goal concepts serving for the semantic-aligned goal representation. The subsump-
tion relationship (owl:subClass) represents the goal category hierarchy. The sim-
ple part-whole relationship provides the goal components hierarchy. The terminology
presenting goal concepts in the goal ontology should be normalized. Further seman-
tics of a goal are specified through the relationships (owl:objectProperty and
owl:dataProperty) with the goal perspectives.
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4 Relations Between Process Models and Goal Ontology

We study the relations between process models and goal ontology based on the PSAM
model. As we have defined in the GPO in [14], an activity may be an atomic activity or a
composite activity which is a synonym of process from this sense. We say that a process
model comprises a set of activities (AV) and an activity can be decomposed into sub-
activities. The activities are related to each other through flows according to our GPO
definition [1]. If an activity in a process model is not an atomic activity 1 and it is also
composed by a set of related activities, it is regarded as a process model fragment in this
context. A goal can be linked to a whole process model or to a process model fragment.
We assume that the process models are already organized into a decomposable activity
hierarchy according to the task ontology in the model annotation phase. Each level
activities in a process model can be considered as goal annotation targets.

Definition 1. In the semantic annotation framework, a process model (PM ) can be
partitioned into several process model fragments (PMF ). Each PMF comprises a set
of hierachically organized and decomposable AV .

Definition 2. Any goal concept (g) in the goal ontology (G) is possibly related to an
activity (av) in a PM or PMF :

∀(g, av)goalRelated(g, av) (a)

– if the property targetActivity (av′) of the g is same or synonymic with av:

∃(av′)targetActivity(g, av′)
∧

av′ = av (b)

– if the property targetArtifact (af ′) of the g is related to the output of av and the
State (s’) of af ′ is the value of the Output (o) of the Artifact (af ):

∃(af, s′, o)targetArtifact(g, af ′)
∧

hasState(af ′, s′)
∧

s′ = o ⊃ hasOutput(av, o)
∧

af ′ = af ⊃ relatedTo(o, af) (c)

– if the property targetRole (ar′) of the g is related to an Actor-role(ar) involved in
av:

∃(ar′)targeRole(g, ar′)
∧

ar′ = ar ⊃ hasActor − role(av, ar) (d)

– if the targetConstraint (c′) expressed in the g is involved in (involvedIn) preCondi-
tion (pre), postCondition (post) or Exception (e) of av:

∃(c′, pre, post, e)targetConstraint(g, c′)
∧

(involvedIn(c′, pre) ⊃
hasPrecondition(av, pre)

∨
involvedIn(c′, post) ⊃

hasPostcondition(av, post)
∨

involvedIn(c′, e) ⊃
hasException(av, e)) (e)

Therefore,

(a) ≡ (b)
∨

(c)
∨

(d)
∨

(e)

1 Note: An atomic activity can not be decomposed, but it is not an event either.
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Checking above cases through matching algorithms can automatically provide a list
of possible goal annotations. The decisions of the desired goal annotations are left to
annotators.

Definition 3. In the goal ontology (G), the hard goal set is notated as Gh and the soft
goal set is notated as Gs.

The relations are further specified by the annotator based on the context of the process
models and the goal ontology. We define two relations as follows:

Definition 4. Hard goals can be achieved by an activity or activities. I.e. the relation
between the activity (av) and the hard goal (gh) is achieves(av, gh).

Definition 5. Soft goals can be positively or negatively satisfied by an activity
or activities. I.e. the relation between the activity (av) and the soft goal (gs) is
positivelySatisfies(av, gs) or negativelySatisfies(av, gs).

Since the activities in the process models are decomposable, the relation between goals
and a composite activity could be inferred based on the relations between goals and
component activities.

Definition 6. If an activity (av) is a component of another activity (av′) in a process
model/model fragment, av is the subactivity of av′, i.e. subActivityOf(av, av′). av′ is a
Composite Activity in that model.

Usually the effects of hard goals achieved by a subActivity can contribute to its com-
posite activity. That is,

Definition 7. If av is the subactivity of av′ and av achieves gh, av′ achieves gh:

(∀(av, gh)∃av′)subActivityOf(av, av′)
∧

achieves(av, gh)
−→ achieves(av′, gh)

However, the effects of soft goals can not be simply passed in the same way as hard
goals. To a composite activity, the contribution of a soft goal from a subactivity might
be enhanced or reduced by other subactivities which positively or negatively satisfy the
same soft goal. The contribution could be calculated if the effects of soft goals are quan-
tified. This issue is only simply considered in our current work by simple contribution
calculation rules. All effects of soft goals are regarded same. The contribution of soft
goals to a composite activity is determined by comparing the numbers of subactivities
which positively satisfy and negatively satisfy the same soft goals. That is,

Definition 8. Let a gs is positively satisfied by N subactivities, and is negatively satis-
fied by M subactivities in a composite activity av′,

– if N > M , positivelySatisfies (av′, gs)
– if N = M , then the effect of gs is counteracted for av′.
– if N < M , negativelySatisfies (av′, gs)

The relations between goals and activities defined in this section will be applied to build
annotation links between goal ontology and process models in the goal annotation.
That is to say, the meta data schema of the goal annotation for process models is:
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ActivityID

<achieves|positively satisfies|negatively satisfies>

GoalOntologyID

5 Goal Annotation Procedure

In the goal oriented requirements engineering, the goal analysis and modeling is a top
to bottom procedure — decomposing high level goals down to lower level goals and
operational activities. The goal annotation is a bottom to top procedure — first anno-
tating low level subactivities and then annotating higher level activities and the whole
process model with goal ontology. The goal annotation is employed based on the do-
main annotated PSAM models.

After the profile annotation, the PSAM is initially structured after the meta-model
annotation, and then it is gradually filled with domain ontology in the model annotation.
The goal annotation is employed as the final step of the whole annotation procedure, i.e.
filling the PSAM with goal ontology. The semantic annotation procedure is illustrated
in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. The semantic annotation process based on PSAM

As the goal annotation, we update the PSAM with the goal annotation relations
achieves Goal/positively satisfies Goal/negatively satisfies Goal . Applying
the psam as markup annotation language, an example of annotating a process model
fragment with the goal ontology by representing an activity achieves a hard goal as
follows:

<psam:Activity rdf:ID="ID">

<psam:model fragment rdf:resource="&MODEL NAMESPACE#MODEL ID">

...

<psam:achieves rdf:resource="&GOAL ONTOLOGY#GOAL ONTOLOGY CONCEPT"/>

We have discussed that the goal annotation of the process models and the model
fragments is to link goal ontology to the activities identified in the models. Focusing
on the activity, we describe the goal annotation procedure accompanied with the meta
model annotation and the model annotation in a UML activity diagram in Figure 4.

Through the meta model annotation, activities are identified by the markup Activity
in a PSAM. In the model annotation phase, if the domain task ontology is available
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Fig. 4. The goal annotation procedure

as the activity references, the identified activities is annotated with the task ontology
references via the semantic relations such as same as, different from, kind of ,
superConcept of , phase of , and compositionConcept of . If the domain goal on-
tology is available, the possible links between the activities and the goal ontology can be
checked based on the relations described in section 4. We employ the annotation from
the component activities to the composite activities. The contributions of the goals an-
notated to the low level component activities can be passed to or calculated for their
upper level composite activities.

6 Case Study

In this section, we provide a case study to illustrate the goal ontology representation
and the goal annotation procedure. For the sake of the brevity, we assume the models
have already processed by the meta model annotation and the model annotation. Con-
sequently, the goal annotation is employed on the PSAM model. We set our example
in an industrial enterprise with supply-chain management systems. The SCOR (Sup-
ply Chain Operations Reference-model) [15] is applied as the domain ontology in this
example. The goal ontology is also derived from the SCOR.

6.1 The TelCo Case Study

TelCo company is specialized in telecommunications, in the production and distribu-
tion of batteries, as well as in retail sales of everyday technology products. TelCo does
not have its own warehouse but uses the services of logistics company Orbit Ltd. But
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Fig. 5. TelCo item receiving process

Fig. 6. Decomposition of the check items

TelCo has its logistics department who is responsible for items receiving and delivering.
Thus the functions of logistics department are to order and control Orbit. The following
main business processes of the logistics are items receiving, returns, orders from shops
and franchisees, orders from dealers and inventories. In this case, we take the items
receiving process as the annotation example. The process model of the items receiving
is initially made in EEML. A simplified model mainly from the task viewpoint is dis-
played in Figure 5. The logistics department receives a report for expected quantities
of items according to the order to the supplier, and prepares to receive the items. After
receiving the items, the logistics department checks items. Sub-tasks are included in
some tasks because there are three types of items receiving — regular orders to local
suppliers, consignment and import. The process details are described in the decompo-
sition of the task check import items in Figure 6. After checking the items, the received
items will be transferred to Orbit. Meanwhile the department sends a report to Orbit in
order to inform them what to expect.

The meta model annotation is to map the EEML meta model and the model structures
to the GPO. Hereby, all the tasks in the EEML model are annotated as Activity in the
PSAM. For the model annotation and the goal annotation, the SCOR is referenced as
the domain ontology including the domain tasks and the domain goals.
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6.2 The SCOR as Reference Ontology

The SCOR is a process reference model that has been developed and endorsed by the
Supply-Chain Council as the cross-industry standard diagnostic tool for supply-chain
management. The SCOR-model describes the business activities associated with all
phases of satisfying a customer’s demand.

For this case, we apply ”S1 Source Stocked Product” model as task ontology for the
item receiving process. The SCOR-model is depicted in Figure 7. Each process element
is a task ontology concept which is referenced by the Activity in the model annotation
(e.g. the Activity check items is annotated with the task ontology Verify Product).
The inputs and outputs are the domain object concepts as ontology to annotate the Ar-
tifacts in the PSAM (e.g. the Artifact product item is annotated with the domain object
ontology Sourced Product On Order). The details of the model annotation are
not specified in this paper due to the space limitation.

Fig. 7. S1 Source Stocked Product

The goal ontology in this domain is also from the SCOR. Usually the hard goals
are derived from the level 3 process elements [15] and their inputs and outputs. The
performance attributes defined in SCOR are General Soft Goal Category (generally in a
set of ”-ilities”) such as Reliability,Responsiveness, Flexibility, Cost, and Assets. The
domain specific soft goals are derived from the metrics of the performance attributes
[11]. By analyzing the goal targets, we can identify the following goals derived from
S1 (Table 1).
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Table 1. Goal ontology derived from SCOR

Goal Type Goal Target SCOR Goal Ontology

Hard Goal
targetActivity sourced products are transferred; sourced products are verified.
targetArtifact and state sourced products on order; scheduled receipt; available inventory.
targetRole payment is authorized to supplier

Soft Goal
targetConstraint improve supplier delivery to date performance

(Responsiveness); invoices processed without error
(Reliability).

targetArtifact improve delivery quantity performance (Assets); decrease % de-
fective supplied (Reliability).

targetActivity reduce verification costs (Costs); reduce receiving & storage
costs (Costs).

6.3 Goal Annotation for Semantic Enrichment of Process Knowledge

Having a set of goal ontologies in the Sourced Stocked Product domain, we annotate
the TelCo logistics department’s item receiving process model. We consequently have
the following annotation results listed in Table 2.

The orginial EEML tasks are listed in the first column. After the meta-model and the
model annotation, each task is represented as a PSAM:Activity and is linked to SCOR
domain ontology through the semantic relationships (refer to the second column). The
goal annotation is to build a link from the goal ontology to the PSAM activities. The
annotation relations in third column are defined in section 4. SCOR goal ontology in
the fourth column from table 1.

Table 2. Goal annotation results

EEML Tasks PSAM Activities (Model annota-
tion with SCOR domain ontology)

Goal Annotation
Relations

SCOR Goal Ontology

get the order to supplier phase of Activity:Schedule Product
Deliveries

achieves sourced product on order

get the order to supplier phase of Activity:Schedule Product
Deliveries

positively satisfies reduce receiving & storage
costs

check imported items kind of Activity:Verify Product positively satisfies improve delivery quantity per-
formance; decrease % defec-
tive supplied

check imported items kind of Activity:Verify Product negatively satisfies reduce verification costs
check consignment
items

kind of Activity:Verify Product positively satisfies reduce verification costs

transfer items to Orbit kind of Activity:Transfer Product achieves available inventory
issue the invoice; issue
an export invoice

phase of Activity:Authorize Sup-
plier Payment

achieves payment is authorized to sup-
plier

issue the invoice; issue
an export invoice; issue
an invoice to insurance
company

phase of Activity:Authorize Sup-
plier Payment

negatively satisfies invoices processed without er-
ror

The EEML task get the order to supplier can be regarded as a phase of the ac-
tivity ontology Schedule Product Deliveries from SCOR. When annotating
goals, we find two goals in the domain goal ontology related to this activity. It can
achieve a hard goal sourced product on order and also positively satisfy a
soft goal reduce receiving & storage costs. Three kinds of items receiv-
ing are checked through the activity check items. The procedure of check imported items
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is a little more complicated compared with the other two kinds of items receiving be-
cuase it includes issuing deficit protocols and an invoice to insurance company. It there-
fore negatively satisfies the soft goal reduce verification costs. However,
this check procedure can improve the delivery quantity performance and the deficit
check can ensure the low % defective supplied. The consignment can simplify the
check and item receiving procedure, so it positively satisfies the soft goal of reduce
verification costs. To transfer items to Orbit is a procedure of Transfer
Product and the result of the procedure is an available inventory. Issuing
invoices are steps of Authorize Supplier Payment, in which issue the invoice
to local suppliers and issue an export invoice are to authorize payment to suppliers. The
soft goal of invoices processed without error will be risked by different
invoice issue procedures.

After annotating the low level activity elements, the goal contributions can be cal-
culated to the upper level activities. Taking the example of the composite activity
check items, we have annotated its component activities with hard goals and soft
goals. Check imported items negatively satisfies reduce verification costs
and check consignment items positively satisfies reduce verification costs,
so the effects are counteracted for the composite activity check items if we ap-
ply the simple contribution calculation rules. Without negative counteraction, the
soft goals improve delivery quantity performance and decrease %
defective supplied contribute themselves to check items. The hard goals anno-
tated to issue the invoice and issue an export invoice are also simply passed to check
items. The soft goal invoices processed without error are negatively sat-
isfied by check items and the effects are enhanced due to three component activities
negatively satisfy this soft goal.

6.4 Process Knowledge Discovery and Reuse Based on the Semantic Annotation

Before the semantic annotation, the local process models are represented in EEML and
the model contents are described with the concepts and terms locally defined, such as
’items’, ’supplier’, ’check items’. The EEML might not be acquainted to other users
who want to reuse the model. The users who want to search the model do not know the
exact concepts and terms used in the model, if applying the keyword search. Usually,
users want to find the model which can realize their goals. However, the goals usually
do not be specified in the local process models or specified in the modeling languages
strange to users.

The proposed semantic annotation approach makes the process knowledge of TelCo
logistics department explicit and open to the third party who is interested in the model
exchange, system integration and business cooperation in the SCOR domain. An ex-
ternal party would like to get the knowledge from the existing models, which include
this EEML model and other heterogenous models in different modeling languages. She
can make search based on the SCOR goal and domain ontology. If she provides a busi-
ness goal which is represented in the SCOR goal ontology, the query will be matched
to the goal annotated process models. For example, the user would like to check the
existing models/model fragments which impact the soft goal reliability in the deliv-
ery process. In the goal ontology, the soft goal concept ’Reliability’ has some
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sub-classes such as ’Improve Delivery Performance’, ’Improve Fill
Rates’ and ’Improve Perfect Order Fulfillment’. The user might de-
cide to only take the goal ’Improve Delivery Performance’ as the query.
The mechine makes the match and the semantic inference between the query and
the goal annotation in the process models. In the query results, we find not only the
process model fragments annotated with the goal concept ’Improve Delivery
Performance’, also those annotated with the goals ’Improve supplier
delivery to date performance’ and ’Improve delivery quantity
performance’, because the goals ’Improve supplier delivery to date
performance’ and ’Improve delivery quantity performance’ are
part goals of ’Improve Delivery Performance’ in the SCOR goal ontology.
The models/model fragments annotated with the corresponding goal ontology will be
returned to the user as a result.

The returned results include the original models and the annotation information. Sup-
pose the users do not know EEML, but they know the GPO. Compared with a certain
modeling language, GPO provides much simpler structures but enough core process se-
mantics. The meta-model annotation provides the mapping relations between the EEML
and the GPO. Also from the PSAM of a model, users can read the mapping between
the local concepts in the original model and the domain ontology concepts. We assume
that users well know the domain ontology as the domain standard. Consequently, the
model annotation helps the users to understand the local concepts, which is required in
the later model reuse and model transformation.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

As part of the semantic annotation framework, a goal annotation approach is elaborated
in this paper. The semantic annotation framework is designed for managing the seman-
tic heterogeneity of distributed process models on the conceptual level. The approach
is based on the domain ontology, which provides common semantic representations of
domain concepts. The semantic annotation framework aligns the semantic heterogene-
ity of models from different perspectives. The purposes of the goal annotation are two:
1) to enrich the semantics of the objectives of processes; 2) to provide a way to find
the process knowledge based on business goals. Goal ontology is necessary for the goal
annotation as the common semantic representations of process objectives. Based on the
existing goal modeling methods, we proposed a way to describe the semantics of goals
for the process model annotation purpose. We also discuss the relations and rules be-
tween process models and goal ontologies. The formulization of the relations can be
implemented to facilitate the automatic or semi-automatic goal annotation procedure
in practice. The proposed approaches are examined through a case study. Main work
includes the establishment of a domain goal ontology from SCOR and the execution of
the goal annotation based on the relations and rules. The possible applicability of the
annotation result is also briefly presented.

The proposed goal ontology semantics and goal annotation relations can be further
elaborated. More semantics are not explicitly represented and enriched, for instance,
the contribution relationships between goals (’support’, ’conflict’, etc.), and the impact
degree between activity and goal (’partially impact’, ’totally impact’). The tools for the
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automatic annotation and the visualization of annotated models are also the challenges
in this research.
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